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093.A-0079, 094.A-0217, 095.A-0047, 096.A-0025).   
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Abstract 
We analyze the angular momenta of massive star forming galaxies (SFGs) at the 
peak of the cosmic star formation epoch (z ~ 0.8 - 2.6).  Our sample of ~360 
log(M*/M) ~ 9.3 - 11.8 SFGs is mainly based on the KMOS
3D
 and SINS/zC-SINF 
surveys of Hα kinematics, and collectively provides a representative subset of the 
massive star forming population.  The inferred halo scale angular momentum 
distribution is broadly consistent with that theoretically predicted for their dark matter 
halos, in terms of mean spin parameter <λ> ~ 0.037 and its dispersion (σlog λ ~ 0.2).  
Spin parameters correlate with the disk radial scale, and with their stellar surface 
density, but do not depend significantly on halo mass, stellar mass, or redshift.  Our 
data thus support the long-standing assumption that on average, even at high redshifts, 
the specific angular momentum of disk galaxies reflects that of their dark matter halos 
(jd = jDM).  The lack of correlation between λ(jd/jDM) and the nuclear stellar density 
Σ*(1kpc) favors a scenario where disk-internal angular momentum redistribution leads 
to ‘compaction’ inside massive high-redshift disks.  For our sample, the inferred 
average stellar-to-dark matter mass ratio is ~2%, consistent with abundance matching 
results.  Including the molecular gas, the total baryonic disk-to-dark matter mass ratio 
is ~5% for halos near 10
12
 M

, which corresponds to 31% of the cosmologically 
available baryons, implying that high-redshift disks are strongly baryon dominated. 
 
Keywords:  cosmology: observations --- galaxies: evolution --- galaxies: high-
redshift --- infrared: galaxies 
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1. Introduction  
In the cold dark matter paradigm, baryonic disk galaxies form at the centers of 
dark matter halos (e.g., Fall & Efstathiou 1980; Fall 1983; see Mo et al. 2010 for a 
review).  Defining the halo radius as the region within which the virialized dark 
matter particles have on average 200 times the mean mass density of the Universe, the 
halo’s virial velocity, vvirial , its mass MDM, and its virial radius Rvirial are given in the 
spherical collapse model (for a flat ΛCDM Universe) by the following well known 
relations (Peebles 1969; Gunn & Gott 1972; Bertschinger 1985; Mo et al. 1998) 
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Here G is the gravitational constant, H(z) and H0 are the Hubble constants at z and 
z=0, and ΩΛ,0 and Ωm,0 are the energy densities of Λ and total matter at z = 0, relative 
to the closure density.  Tidal torque theory (Hoyle 1951; Peebles 1969; White 1984) 
suggests that within the virial radius, the centrifugal support of baryons and dark 
matter (labeled ‘DM’ from hereon) is small and given by the spin parameter, 
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where ω=vrot/R is the angular speed (vrot is the rotational/tangential velocity) at R, and 
‘virial’ and ‘cs’ stand for ‘within the virial radius’ and ‘centrifugal support’ 
(ωrot,cs=(GM/R
3
)
1/2
).  The constant  is ~2, J and j are the total and specific (j=J/M) 
angular momenta, and E~GM
2
/R is the absolute value of the total gravitational energy.  
Building on earlier work by Peebles (1969) and Barnes & Efstathiou (1987), 
simulations have shown that tidal torques generate a universal, near-lognormal 
distribution function of halo spin parameters, with <λ>=0.035-0.05 and a dispersion 
of ±0.2 in the log (Bullock et al. 2001a; Hetznecker & Burkert 2006; Bett et al. 2007; 
Maccio et al. 2007). 
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If the baryons are dynamically cold, or they can cool after shock heating at Rvirial, 
they fall inwards and form a centrifugally supported disk of (exponential) radial scale 
length Rd, given by (e.g., Mo et al. 1998; see also Fall 1983, their Equation 4) 
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Here md=Md/MDM is the ratio of the baryonic disk mass to that of the dark matter halo 
and fJd is the fraction of the total dark halo angular momentum in the disk, Jd=fJd JDM . 
In the literature it has generally been assumed that the specific angular momentum 
of the baryons and the dark matter is the same, such that jd = jDM (e.g., Dutton & van 
den Bosch 2012).  Indeed, models adopting jd = jDM  have been very successful in 
explaining the scaling relations of low-redshift disk galaxies (e.g. Fall 1983; Mo et al. 
1998; Dutton & van den Bosch 2012; Romanowsky & Fall 2012; Fall & Romanowsy 
2013).  The situation is however different for passive spheroids.  Fall & Romanowsky 
(2013) found jd/jDM ~ 0.8 for late-type, star forming disks, but only ~ 0.1 for early-
type passive spheroids, with Sa and S0 galaxies in between these two extremes.  Early 
numerical simulations of cosmological disk galaxy formation suffered from 
catastrophic angular momentum loss, leading to disk galaxies with scale lengths that 
were an order of magnitude smaller than observed (Navarro & Benz 1991; Navarro & 
White 1994; Navarro & Steinmetz 1997).  More recent simulations using improved 
numerical schemes and including stellar feedback however confirmed the assumption 
jd = jDM  (e.g. Übler et al. 2014; Danovich et al. 2015; Teklu et al. 2015).  We note 
however that this result is not at all trivial.  The infalling baryons can both lose and 
gain angular momentum between the virial and disk scale.  In addition, the baryon 
fraction of galaxies, including disk galaxies, is much smaller than the cosmic baryon 
fraction, indicating that substantial amounts of gas either never entered the galactic 
plane or were blown out afterwards.  In this case, the specific angular momentum of 
the gas that is retained in the disks could be very different compared to the specific 
angular momentum of the gas entering the virial radius.  
 
Most studies so far concentrated on galaxies in the low-redshift Universe. Recent 
high-resolution simulations of high-redshift disk galaxy formation by Danovich et al. 
(2015) found that the gas entering the virial radius in cold streams has ~ 3 DM.  
Subsequent angular momentum redistribution and loss by torques and feedback-
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driven outflows however leads to disk spins that are similar to the halo spins.  Clearly, 
given this complexity, it is of great interest to empirically study the baryonic angular 
momentum distributions of galaxies as a function of cosmic epoch. 
Another important physical parameter of galaxy formation is the relative fraction 
md of baryonic-to-dark matter mass in the half-light regions R1/2 of z ~ 0 galaxies, 
which depends on type and mass.  Massive early-type spheroidal systems and massive 
disks, including the Milky Way, are baryon dominated within ~1.2 R1/2 (called 
‘maximal disks’ if MDM/Mbaryon < 0.3 within that radius; Courteau & Dutton 2015; 
Barnabè et al. 2012; Dutton et al. 2013; Cappellari et al. 2013; Bovy & Rix 2013).  In 
contrast, the dark matter fraction is significant and becomes even dominant for dwarf 
spheroidal galaxies and lower mass disks (Martinsson et al. 2013a,b).  In the outer 
regions (on scales of 10-30 kpc) z = 0 disks are dark matter dominated, as 
demonstrated by their flat rotation curves (e.g., Sofue & Rubin 2001; Courteau & 
Dutton 2015). 
At high redshift little is known empirically so far about the baryonic angular 
momentum distribution (see Förster Schreiber et al. 2006 for a first attempt).  Look-
back studies have shown that most ‘normal’, massive star forming galaxies (selected 
from rest-frame UV/optical imaging surveys) from z ~ 0 to z ~ 3 are located on or 
near a star formation ‘main sequence’ in the stellar mass (M*) versus star formation 
rate (SFR) plane.  Its slope is approximately independent of redshift and slightly sub-
linear (SFR ~ M*
0.7–1
), but its amplitude strongly increases with redshift to z ~ 2.5 
(such that the specific star formation rate sSFR = SFR/M* ~ (1+z)
2.5–3
; Daddi et al. 
2007; Noeske et al. 2007; Schiminovich et al. 2007; Rodighiero et al. 2010, 2011; 
Whitaker et al. 2012, 2014; Speagle et al. 2014).  The location of galaxies in the 
stellar mass-specific star formation rate plane correlates with their internal structure. 
Out to at least z ~ 2.5, typical star forming galaxies (SFGs) on the ‘main sequence’ are 
well approximated by exponential light and mass profiles with Sérsic index nS ~ 1 
while passive galaxies below the main sequence, outlier starbursts well above the 
main sequence, as well as the most massive (log(M*/M) >11) main sequence SFGs 
tend to exhibit cuspier profiles with Sérsic indices nS > 2 (e.g., Wuyts et al. 2011b, 
2012; Bell et al. 2012; Lang et al. 2014; Bruce et al. 2014a,b; Nelson et al. 2015; 
Whitaker et al. 2015). 
The ionized gas kinematics of these SFGs are broadly consistent with these 
structural properties (e.g., Genzel et al. 2006, 2008; Förster Schreiber et al. 2009; 
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Wright et al. 2009; Law et al. 2009; Jones et al. 2010; Épinat et al. 2009, 2012; 
Wisnioski et al. 2015; see Glazebrook 2013 for a more complete review).  The 
majority (> 70%) of massive (log(M*/M) >10) main-sequence SFGs at z ~ 2.5 are 
rotationally supported disks (e.g., Newman et al. 2013; Wisnioski et al. 2015), albeit 
with large velocity dispersions and often clumpy and irregular rest-frame UV/optical 
morphologies (Cowie et al. 1995, 1997; van den Bergh et al. 1996; Elmegreen et al. 
2004, 2009; Elmegreen 2009; Förster Schreiber et al. 2011b; Wuyts et al. 2012).  
In this paper we want to take the next step and explore the angular momentum 
distribution and baryon to dark matter fractions in z ~ 0.8 - 2.6 star forming galaxies, 
at the peak of cosmic star formation activity, by taking advantage of the recent growth 
in sample sizes and coverage of the M* - SFR plane with Hα kinematics integral field 
unit (IFU) data sets.  This progress has started in the last few years, for instance with 
the SINS/zC-SINF (e.g., Förster Schreiber et al. 2006, 2009; Mancini et al. 2011; N. 
M. Förster Schreiber et al. 2016, in preparation), MASSIV (e.g., Épinat et al. 2009, 
2012; Contini et al. 2012) and HiZELS (e.g., Swinbank et al. 2012) surveys with 
SINFONI on the VLT, as well as with surveys with OSIRIS on the Keck telescope 
(e.g., Law et al. 2009; Wright et al. 2009; WiggleZ, Wisnioski et al. 2011, 2012).  
Most importantly we have recently started the KMOS
3D
 survey (e.g., Wisnioski et al. 
2015) with the multiplexed near-infrared IFU spectrometer KMOS on the VLT 
(Sharples et al. 2008, 2012), which will deliver IFU data for at least ~ 600 z ~ 0.6-2.7 
SFGs (see also, e.g., Sobral et al. 2013; Stott et al. 2014, 2016; Mendel et al. 2015; 
Magdis et al. 2016; Harrison et al. 2016, for other examples of KMOS surveys of 
distant galaxies).  The combined data of these surveys currently provide a sample of 
over 1000 galaxies, with a good coverage of massive (log(M*/M) >10) star forming 
galaxies in the z ~ 0.8 - 2.6 redshift range.   
Throughout the paper, we adopt a flat ΛCDM cosmology with Ωm,0=0.27, 
Ωb,0=0.046 and H0=70 km/s/Mpc (Komatsu et al. 2011), and a Chabrier (2003) initial 
stellar mass function (IMF). 
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2. Observations and Analysis 
2.1. Galaxy Sample 
We base this study on IFU observations of the Hα kinematics and distribution in a 
large initial sample of 433 z = 0.76 - 2.6 massive, star forming disk galaxies. The data 
for these galaxies come from different IFU surveys, either ongoing or in the literature, 
with the 2-year sample of the KMOS
3D
 survey (Wisnioski et al. 2015) constituting the 
strong majority (~3/4: 316 of the 433 galaxies).  Since the subject of this study is an 
analysis of angular momenta, we first eliminated from the initial sample all major 
mergers (23 galaxies), all dispersion-dominated galaxies (vrot/σ0 < 1.5, 31 galaxies; 
see below), and 20 galaxies without well-defined kinematics and/or with very large 
beam smearing corrections (see below).  This leaves us with a disk sample of 359 
SFGs, which we will denote henceforth as the ‘full’ sample.  We also created a 
second, still more restricted ‘best’ sample of the 233 highest quality, well resolved 
rotating disks, by retaining only vrot/σ0 ≥ 2 SFGs.  We also eliminated minor mergers 
and SFGs with obviously perturbed morphologies/kinematics, as well as galaxies with 
an offset between the morphological major axis (continuum or Hα) and the kinematic 
major axis of greater than 40.  Finally we culled all insufficiently resolved disks with 
a half-light/mass radius R1/2 < 2 kpc and a ratio of R1/2 to the HWHM beam size 
R1/2,beam less than unity, and SFGs with still significant beam smearing corrections. 
SFGs in this ‘best’ sample exclusively come from SINS/zC-SINF and KMOS3D and 
were all analyzed in a consistent manner. 
Figure 1 shows that our final IFU sample yields a good representation of the mass-
selected main-sequence SFG population at log(M*/M)>10.1 and sSFR/sSFR(ms,z) > 
0.1 in the range 0.8 ≤ z ≤ 2.6, as drawn from the 3D-HST survey catalogs (Brammer 
et al. 2012; Skelton et al. 2014; Momcheva et al. 2015) in the CANDELS 
extragalactic survey fields (Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011) – hereafter 
‘reference’ galaxy sample or population.  Our kinematic sample by design is heavily 
incomplete for lower mass SFGs (log(M*/M) <10) and does not cover the passive 
population.  The inhomogeneous redshift coverage in the upper left panel of Figure 1, 
with a significant lack of SFGs at 1.2 < z < 2, reflects the intervals where Hα is shifted 
between the J- and H-, and H- and K-band atmospheric transmission windows, and 
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the emphasis on z ~ 0.76 - 1.1 and z ~ 2-2.6 slices in the first two years of the 
KMOS
3D
 survey (Wisnioski et al. 2015). 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Redshift (top left), stellar mass (bottom left), specific star formation rate 
(top right, relative to the main sequence relation at a given z), and disk half-light 
radius (bottom right) distributions of 0.7 < z < 2.7 galaxies from the 3D-HST source 
catalogs (red squares and dashed lines; Brammer et al. 2012, Skelton et al. 2014; 
Momcheva et al. 2015) in the CANDELS extragalactic survey fields (Grogin et al. 
2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011), and the ‘full’ Hα IFU sample assembled for this paper 
(filled blue circles and solid lines). The left panels refer to all 359 SFGs in our 
sample. The upper right panel compares all galaxies with log(M*/M) >10.1 (above 
which our sample is a good representation of the 3D-HST sample), leaving 276 SFGs. 
The bottom right panel compares the size distributions of the 3D-HST and Hα 
samples in that part of the stellar mass–star formation rate plane where our sample is 
representative of the 3D-HST reference sample (log(M*/M)>10.1, sSFR/sSFR(ms,z) 
>0.1, 261 SFGs).  The black dashed line in the bottom left panel shows the same 3D-
HST distribution as plotted in red but scaled so as to match that of our Hα IFU sample 
(shown in blue) above log(M*/M) = 10.5; similarly, the black dashed line in the top 
right panel shows the 3D-HST distribution now restricted to log(M*/M)>10.1  and 
scaled to match our IFU sample above sSFR/sSFR(ms,z) = 0.1. 
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Perhaps most importantly for the results in this paper, the bottom right panel of 
Figure 1 demonstrates that the distribution of galaxy half-light radii is 
indistinguishable from that of the underlying reference galaxy population, when 
selected according to the same redshift, stellar mass, and specific star formation rate 
cuts. Our H kinematic galaxy sample thus is unbiased in terms of size and 
placement relative to the main sequence line. 
Appendix A1 gives more details on the source selection, and Appendix A2 
summarizes how the key global, structural, and kinematic properties of the galaxies 
were derived (including stellar and gas masses, SFRs, half-light radii R1/2, rotation 
velocities vrot, and velocity dispersions σ0).  The IFU observations, and the H 
kinematic maps, profiles, and basic measurements have been presented and discussed 
in detail in the main reference papers describing the surveys considered for our study; 
we refer the interested reader to these papers for extensive examples of the data 
(Wright et al. 2007, 2011; van Starkenburg et al. 2008; Förster Schreiber et al. 2009; 
Law et al. 2009; Épinat et al. 2009, 2012; Mancini et al. 2011; Contini et al. 2012; 
Swinbank et al. 2012; Genzel et al. 2013, 2014; Wisnioski et al. 2015; S. Wuyts et al. 
2016; N. M. Förster Schreiber et al. 2016, in preparation). 
 
 
2.2. Estimating the Halo Masses and Halo λ Parameters 
With the disk parameters in hand (R1/2, vrot= vrot(R~R1/2), 0= (R~2 R1/2), M*, 
Mgas=Mmolgas
2
, Mbaryon(R1/2)=(M*+Mgas)(R1/2) ), the next step is to estimate the halo 
masses, spin parameters, and specific disk angular momenta for the individual 
galaxies.  Following Mo et al. (1998) we used four independent methods to reach this 
goal: 
1. our primary approach is to determine the dark matter halo mass and angular 
momentum parameter, as well as the baryonic to dark matter mass ratio, from 
fitting an exponential disk embedded in a Navarro-Frenk-White halo (NFW; 
                                                          
2
 As explained in Appendix A2, our Mgas estimates are derived from the scaling relations 
between Mgas, M*, SFR, and z for main sequence SFGs presented by Genzel et al. (2015), 
assuming that at z~1-3 the molecular component dominates and the atomic fraction can be 
neglected.  As such, the Mgas masses estimates may be lower limits. 
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Navarro et al. 1997), extracting the optimum parameters from a Monte-Carlo 
(MC) search of the parameter space; 
2. we also estimated the halo angular momentum parameter for a dark matter 
dominated, isothermal halo; 
3. we determined the dark matter angular momentum parameter from fitting an 
exponential disk embedded in an NFW halo, this time adopting a constant 
baryonic disk mass to dark matter halo mass ratio, and 
4. as a variant, we determined the dark matter mass and angular momentum 
parameter from fitting an exponential disk embedded in an NFW halo, by 
inverting the stellar mass to dark matter mass ratio as a function of halo mass 
from the abundance matching work of Moster et al. (2013) and Behroozi et al. 
(2013a). 
We discuss in Appendix B the details of our methods, including correction of the 
observed rotation velocities and disk sizes for asymmetric drift, and deviations from 
pure exponential surface density distributions. 
The four methods yield independent estimates of the mass, radius, and angular 
momentum parameter of the dark matter halo from the mass, size, and kinematics of 
the central baryonic disk.  All assume implicitly that the specific angular momentum 
of the baryons on the scale of the dark halo is the same as that of the dark matter 
component.  More importantly and precisely, all methods deliver an estimate of the 
product 
λ(jd/jDM)=λDM(R~Rvirial)(jbaryon/jDM)(R~Rvirial)(jbaryon(R~R1/2,disk)/jbaryon(R~Rvirial)).  
Hence, our results depend on the angular momentum distribution on the halo scale (of 
both baryons and dark matter), as well as on any re-distribution of angular momentum 
between different baryonic components (inner and outer disk, outflow, bulge, etc.).  
The former is a measure of the total angular momentum state of the halo (‘nature’), 
while the latter depends on intra-halo baryonic processes (‘nurture’). 
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3. Results and Discussion 
 
3.1. The Specific Angular Momenta of z=1-2 Star Forming Disk 
Galaxies 
3.1.1. Correlation of Angular Momenta with Stellar Mass 
In this section we begin with an empirical investigation of the observed baryonic 
angular momentum distributions of our disks.  Following Romanowsky & Fall (2012) 
we assume for simplicity that all disks in our sample have the same dark matter 
angular momentum parameter, λ0.035=λ/0.035, and we then use equations (1) and (3) 
to express the specific angular momentum of the stellar/baryonic disk, jd, as 
    
1/3 2/3
2/3 *
* 0.035 11
0
( )
1177        (4).
km/s kpc 10
d d
DM
j j MH z
f
j H M


                 
      
   
Here f*=M*/(0.17MDM) is the fraction of the cosmologically available baryons 
that are tied up in the stellar disk.  The assumption of constant λ for all SFGs cannot 
be correct for each SFG.  However, it is plausibly correct on average since the halo 
spin parameters are expected to follow a lognormal distribution about the mean (see 
Section 1), such that the average trend of the data as a function of stellar mass can 
then be compared to theory and other observations.  The assumption of constant λ in 
equation (4) should just lead to a scatter in the data, but no trends with parameters 
such as M*, z, etc. 
 Equation (4) ties an easily observable quantity (jd) to the product of the another 
easily observable quantity, M*
2/3
, and the ratio jd/jDM.  For a disk of constant rotation 
velocity vrot and of effective radius R1/2 the specific angular momentum is 
1/2                        (5),d d rotj k v R    
with the constant kd =1.19 for a thin exponential disk (Sérsic index nS=1).  The disks 
of our sample are thick, dispersion truncated, their rotation velocities are not constant, 
and their Sérsic indices nS ≳ 1 (see Appendices A and B), in which case kd becomes a 
function of nS and vrot/0.  This case is discussed in Appendix B.7 and we used the 
fitting function given in equation (B11).  Since the correction function in equation 
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(B11) uses Sérsic indices derived from the optical continuum stellar light as well as 
vrot/0 values inferred from the ionized gas kinematics, and equation (5) also mixes 
information obtained from stars (R1/2) and gas (vrot), in what follows we assume jd = j* 
= jgas.  The 3D-HST work of Nelson et al. (2015) shows that this assumption is to first 
order correct when comparing the disk sizes of gas and stars, but that the ionized gas 
disks tend to be somewhat larger than those of the stars, most notably at the highest 
stellar masses, where stellar bulges become prominent ((R1/2,Hα/R1/2,*) = 
1.1(M*/10
10
M

)
0.05
). 
In the left panel of Figure 2 we plot the specific angular momenta of our SFGs as 
a function of stellar mass, adopting equations (4) and (5), and  = 0.035 for all 
galaxies.  The data follow the theoretically expected M*
2/3
 dependence.  There is no 
significant difference between the ‘full’ and ‘best’ samples, other than that the ‘best’ 
sample by design (section 2.1) lacks a number of low mass, small SFGs with low 
rotational support, including dispersion-dominated galaxies. The dispersion of the 
data around the trend-line is 0.031 dex for the ‘best’ and 0.035 dex for the ‘full’ 
sample. 
In right panel of Figure 2 we emphasize as filled red circles SFGs in the upper 
25% percentile of central stellar surface density *(R  1 kpc) > 10
9.7
 M

kpc
-2
 
(equivalent to nS > 3).  The observed specific angular momenta of SFGs, as traced by 
the ionized gas distribution at/near R1/2, do not strongly depend on central stellar 
surface density, or Sérsic index.  The densest, cuspiest galaxies are more common 
among the more massive (log(M*/M) > 10.6) SFGs, consistent with massive bulges 
being present (e.g., Lang et al. 2014) but the specific angular momentum of these 
systems appears uncorrelated with their central stellar properties. This suggests that 
the formation/presence of central bulges at z ~ 0.8 -2.6 does not mainly depend on the 
main galaxy disk having a low angular momentum. 
The black filled circles in the right panel of Figure 2 denote all SFGs in our initial 
disk sample but with vrot/see Section 2.1)that is, SFGs with relatively low 
rotational support and including dispersion-dominated SFGs.  These SFGs appear to 
form the low tail of the specific angular momentum distribution, and have 
predominantly low stellar masses and small effective radii ( 3 kpc), as pointed out 
earlier by Newman et al. (2013).  These low observed specific angular momenta are 
not the result of systematically lower inclinations (face-on disks) of the dispersion-
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dominated SFGs as compared to the entire ‘full’ sample, nor are they correlated with 
larger beam smearing corrections, both of which might suggest a systematic 
underestimate of the intrinsic rotation velocities.  We thus conclude that the low 
specific angular momentum of dispersion-dominated systems most likely is an 
intrinsic property. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.  Left panel: specific angular momentum in the stellar disk (adopting 
equation 5) as a function of stellar mass, after removal of the redshift dependence in 
equation (4) (multiplying the observed j* with H(z)
1/3
) for the disks of the ‘full’ (open 
circles) and the ‘best’ (filled circles) disk samples.  The typical uncertainty is shown 
as a cross in the lower right.  The dashed red line is the best linear fit of slope 2/3 
(equation 4) to the ‘full’ sample (zero point -3.33).  The thick dashed black and solid 
blue lines mark the average trend-line of the ‘full’ and ‘best’ samples in bins of 0.25 
dex in log(M*).  Right panel: Same symbols as the left panel, but now emphasizing as 
filled red circles SFGs in the upper 25% percentile of central stellar surface density 
*(R  1 kpc) > 10
9.7
 M

kpc
-2
 (equivalent to nS > 3), and as black filled circles all 
galaxies from our disk sample with vrot/that is, SFGs with low rotational 
support and dispersion-dominated SFGs. 
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3.1.2. Comparison to Observations at z~0 and to Recent Simulations 
After elimination of the redshift and stellar mass dependencies of the specific 
angular momentum, by multiplying jd with H(z)
1/3
  M*
-2/3
 (see equation 4), we 
compare in the left panel of Figure 3 the high-z SFGs of the ‘full’ sample to the late-
type disks (filled red squares), early-type disks (brown triangles), and E/S0 galaxies 
(black crossed squares) in the local Universe from the compilation by Fall & 
Romanowsky (2013).  The observed angular momentum distributions of high-z and z 
~ 0 disk galaxies (which include Sa galaxies) are in excellent agreement.  The tail of 
low angular momentum SFGs at high-z, including the dispersion-dominated SFGs, 
stretches down to 0.8 dex below the trend-line, in the same region occupied by the z ~ 
0 spheroidal galaxies in the Fall & Romanowsky (2013) compilation. This agreement 
of low- and high-z galaxies in terms of their angular momentum distributions is by no 
means trivial, given that high-z SFGs are 4-7 times more gas-rich in terms of their 
central (molecular) gas reservoirs (Tacconi et al. 2010, 2013; Daddi et al. 2010), 
experience more frequent perturbations from (dissipative) minor and major mergers 
(Fakhouri & Ma 2008; Genel et al. 2009; Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2015), and exhibit 
much more commonly powerful galactic outflows that might alter the angular 
momentum distribution of the disk (Übler et al. 2014). 
The observed average specific angular momenta as a function of stellar mass in 
the left panel of Figure 3 are also in impressive agreement with the recent generation 
of hydrodynamical simulations (Illustris, Genel et al. 2015; EAGLE, Zavala et al. 
2015).  We show in the left panel of Figure 3 the predicted specific angular momenta 
in the Illustris simulation as green (z = 2), blue (z = 1) and magenta (z = 0) lines 
(Genel et al. 2015; S. Genel, private communication), which agree quite well with 
both low- and high-z data (but fall on average ~ 0.1-0.2 dex below the average trend-
lines of the data). 
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Figure 3. Left panel: distribution of the observed specific angular momenta of the z = 
0.8 - 2.6 SFGs in the ‘full’ sample (grey open circles, and thick grey solid trend-line 
of the binned averages, both as in Figure 2), after multiplying the data in Figure 2 
with M*
-2/3
 in order to remove the stellar mass dependence, as well as the redshift 
dependence (see equation 4).  Filled red squares denote the z = 0 late-type disks 
(Sbcd), brown filled triangles the early-type disks (Sa), and black crossed squares the 
spheroidal galaxies (S0,E) in the compilation of Fall & Romanowsky (2013).  Green, 
blue, and magenta lines are the predictions of angular momenta of star forming 
galaxies from the Illustris hydrodynamical simulation (Genel et al. 2015; S. Genel, 
priv.comm.).  Right panel: Stellar mass dependence of log(jd/jDM) in the high-z and 
low-z data of Figure 2 (same symbols as in the left panel), with the assumption of λ = 
0.035, after removing the f*(M*) dependence with the fitting function of Dutton et al. 
(2010; similar to Moster et al. 2013). 
 
 
3.1.3 Eliminating f* 
Following the motivation of Section 1, our next goal is now to use the data and 
equation (4) to gain insights on the ratio of baryon to DM specific angular momenta 
in our galaxies.  For this purpose, we need to eliminate the dependency on the 
function f*(M*).  To do so, and again following Romanowsky & Fall (2012), we use 
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the fitting function of Dutton et al. (2010), who empirically derived the stellar baryon 
fractions of local Universe galaxies from a combined analysis of stellar kinematics, 
weak lensing, and abundance matching. The Dutton et al. (2010) fitting function (for 
late-type star forming galaxies at z = 0) is given by 
0.50.5
* *
* * 10 10 10
                ( ) 0.29 1      (6).
5 10 5 10
D
M M
f M
x M x M

    
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Dutton et al. (2010) also gave a similar fitting function for early-type galaxies. A 
similar correction function (in terms of mass dependence and zero point) is obtained 
from the Moster et al. (2013) or Behroozi et al. (2013a,b) abundance matching.  We 
decided to take the Dutton et al. (2010) fitting function in equation (6), since it 
extends to log(M*/M) > 11 where we have many SFGs in our sample. 
The right panel of Figure 3 shows the results of applying this correction, which 
should now give a quantitative estimate of the ratio of disk to dark matter specific 
angular momentum as a function of stellar mass, all again under the simplifying 
assumption of a constant dark matter angular momentum parameter.  With these 
assumptions we find < log(jd/jDM) > -0.2 dex, independent of stellar mass between 
log(M*/M) = 9.5 and 11.6, and including the tail of lower angular momentum 
galaxies discussed before.  Leaving out these extreme outliers by selecting the ‘best’ 
sample yields an average of -0.09. For comparison, the average of all Fall & 
Romanowsky (2013) star forming spiral galaxies (including Sa types) is -0.17, while 
the late-type systems (Sbcd) have an average of -0.03. We conclude that star forming 
galaxies between z = 0 and 2.6 plausibly have on average retained between 60% and 
90% of their dark matter specific angular momentum in their main baryonic disk. 
 
 
3.2 Angular Momentum Parameter 
Based on the analysis in Section 2.2 and in the Appendices A and B, we now have 
several estimates of λ parameters, or more precisely of λ(jd/jDM), for rotation-
dominated SFGs of the ‘full’ and ‘best’ samples.  Uncertainties of the individual 
measurements range from ±0.06 to ±0.33 dex in logarithmic units, with a median of 
±0.2 dex.  
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Figure 4 (left panel) shows the distribution function of these λ parameters for our 
‘primary’ NFW MC modeling (method 1 in Section 2.2, described in detail in 
Appendices B4 and B5), and assuming pure (baryonic) exponential disks.  This 
distribution (plotted as histogram) is well fitted by a log-normal function of intrinsic 
dispersion ~ 0.17 dex in log λ, after subtracting the measurement uncertainties in 
quadrature from the measured dispersion of the distribution.  Taking the ‘full’ and 
‘best’ samples with converged NFW models yields error-weighted averages of 
<λ(jd/jDM)> = 0.039 and 0.041, respectively (first two rows of Table 1).  An 
unweighted Gaussian fit to the modeling results for the ‘full’ sample in Figure 4 
yields <λ(jd/jDM)> = 0.032 (third row of Table 1).  The intrinsic dispersion of these 
distributions varies between ≤ 0.16 and 0.19 dex in log . 
Red triangles denote the same NFW MC modeling methodology, for pure 
exponential disks but this time with adiabatic contraction, as described by Mo et al. 
(1998).  The resulting distribution again is log-normal with a similar dispersion, but 
with a greater mean, <λ(jd/jDM)> = 0.044 to 0.071, depending on whether we use an 
unweighted or weighted estimator (fourth row of Table 1).  Green circles again denote 
the same NFW MC fitting, without adiabatic contraction (as for the black shaded 
diagram), but now implementing individual corrections to λ values for surface density 
distributions deviating from the pure exponential distributions assumed so far, and 
obtained from free nS fits to the rest-frame optical continuum distributions for each 
SFG (see Appendix B.7).  The resulting mean, given in the fifth row of Table 1, is 
<λ(jd/jDM)> = 0.051. The intrinsic dispersions of these distributions range between ≤ 
0.16 and 0.22 dex in log . 
In the right panel of Figure 4 we compare our ‘primary’ NFW MC modeling 
(again depicted as histogram) with the other, simpler methods discussed in Section 2.2 
and Appendix B.  All result in smaller mean values of <λ(jd/jDM)>.  Red triangles 
denote the results for the ‘best’ disk sample if instead of the NFW MC modeling the 
simplest, isothermal model (equation (B1)) is adopted.  This yields <λ(jd/jDM)> ~ 
0.02 with intrinsic dispersion σ(log λ) ~ 0.22 (sixth row of Table 1).  Green circles 
denote the distribution of λ values that is obtained from equation (B9), and when MDM 
= (M*+Mmolgas)d/md  values are estimated by inverting the Moster et al. (2013) fitting 
functions to infer the halo mass from the stellar mass.  The resulting λ distribution has 
<λ(jd/jDM)> = 0.016 and σ(log λ) = 0.3 (row 7 in Table 1).  Finally, if in equation 
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(B9) a constant value of md = 0.05 is adopted, motivated by the average <md>  value 
obtained from our primary NFW MC method, the resulting distribution is shown by 
the cyan squares and has <λ(jd/jDM)> = 0.023 and σ(log λ) ~ 0.24.  If in all these 
three cases the ‘full’ instead of the ‘best’ sample is used, the centroid is similar, but 
the scatter is larger. 
 
 
Figure 4. Distribution of inferred λ(jd/jDM) parameters. Left: Distribution for all 312 
z = 0.8 - 2.6 rotation-dominated SFGs in the ‘full’ sample with converged NFW MC 
modeling, under the assumption of no adiabatic contraction of the dark matter halo 
(histogram, with 1σ Poissonian uncertainties, section B.5).  The cyan squares, the red 
triangles and the green circles denote the same NFW MC modeling, but this time with 
the ‘best’ sample, with the ‘full’ sample but including adiabatic halo contraction, as 
well as without adiabatic contraction but including the corrections for varying Sérsic 
indices, respectively (Appendix B.7).  Right: For comparison with the histogram in 
the left panel we show three other, simpler estimates of the λ distribution.  Cyan 
squares denote the distribution of λ values that is obtained for the ‘best’ disk sample if 
instead of the NFW MC modeling the simple assumption MDM = (M*+Mmolgas)d/md  is 
made and λ is estimated from equation (B9) with md = 0.05. If instead the full sample 
is used, the centroid is similar, but the scatter is larger.  When using the Moster et al. 
(2013) fitting functions to infer the halo mass from the stellar mass (and then 
obtaining λ from equation B9 again), the resulting λ distribution is given by green 
circles.  Finally, the results of the simplest, isothermal model are marked by red 
triangles (equation (B1)).  
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Table 1. Summary of Determinations of <λ(jd/jDM)> 
Sub-sample N <λ(jd/jDM)>
1) δ2 (<λ(jd/jDM)>)
2) σ(logλ)3 
NFW MC, ‘full’, error weighted 
no adiab.contraction 
312 0.039 0.003 0.17 
NFW MC, ‘best’, error weighted 
no adiab.contraction 
220 0.041 0.004 0.19 
NFW MC, ‘full’, equal weight 
no adiab.contraction 
312 0.032 0.003 ≤0.16 
NFW MC, ‘full’, error weighted 
with adiab.contraction 
304 0.071 0.004 ≤0.16 
NFW MC, ‘full’, error weighted 
no adiab.contraction 
with Sersic corrections 
256 0.051 0.0044 0.22 
Isothermal, ‘best’, equal weight 233 0.020 0.002 0.22 
‘Moster’, ‘best’, equal weight 233 0.016 0.002 0.3 
md=0.05, ‘best’, equal weight 233 0.023 0.002 0.24 
final overall average  0.037 0.004 (stat) 
0.018 (syst) 
0.2 
1) weighted mean of log λ distribution 
2) twice the uncertainty of the mean of weighted log λ distribution 
3) dispersion of weighted log λ distribution, after subtraction in quadrature of the 
median measurement error 
 
 
In our view the ‘primary’ NFW MC fitting constitutes the best technique for 
estimating halo masses and the corresponding angular momentum parameters because 
it makes the fewest assumptions and takes into account all the relevant measured 
properties and their observational uncertainties.  However, there is a significant 
degeneracy between λ and Mbaryon/MDM in this technique (see Figure 11 in Appendix 
B: log  ~ –0.8 + 0.58log(Mbaryon/MDM) ).  Looking at Table 1 the agreement of the 
results of the different methods is quite encouraging, keeping in mind the 
substantially different assumptions involved in each of the entries.  In terms of the 
mean, the results of the different methods scatter both to larger, as well as to smaller, 
values than our ‘primary’ NFW MC modeling.  In terms of scatter, the ‘simpler’ 
methods yield somewhat larger scatter, as might have been expected.  The comparison 
in Table 1 gives a good indication of the systematic uncertainties, which are 
significantly larger than the formal fit uncertainty in each of the entries in Table 1.  
Dispersion-dominated objects, with low inferred specific angular momenta (see 
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Section 3.1 and Figure 2), were excluded in the <λ(jd/jDM)> distributions discussed 
here, which may therefore be biased in their mean and scatter.  However, in our data 
sets these objects represent only about 10% of the size of our ‘full’ sample such that 
the bias is small compared to other uncertainties from the assumptions or 
methodology described above. 
We adopt as the final mean inferred parameter <λ(jd/jDM)> = 0.037, with a small 
statistical uncertainty of ±0.004 and a dominant systematic uncertainty of ±0.018. 
We now explore the correlation of the inferred angular momenta with redshift, 
and with various disk and halo properties.  The most important parameter correlations 
are shown in Figures 5 and 6.  In each panel we show the ‘best’ (filled blue circles) 
and ‘full’ (filled and open blue circles) samples, and give the equal weight, trend-line 
of binned averages (thick continuous grey curve) as well as the best, error weighted 
linear fit in log-log space (i.e. a power law) to the ‘full’ sample (dashed red line).  The 
fit parameters (zero point and slope) for these weighted fits are listed, as are the 
correlation coefficients (R).  In Figure 5, the panels at the top and bottom show the 
strongest and weakest correlations, respectively.  In Figure 6, the plots are sorted by 
increasing correlation strength from left to right.  
 Figure 5 shows that the inferred λ(jd/jDM) distribution, its centroid and dispersion 
do not depend much on redshift in the interval covered by our data, nor on the stellar 
or halo masses, nor on the central concentrations of the galaxies, as traced by the 
Sérsic index of the rest-frame light distribution, nor on the stellar surface density in 
the central 1kpc.  
Figure 6 shows the three strongest correlations (with slopes differing from zero at 
the 10-15 level) between λ(jd/jDM) and the disk scale length, the stellar surface 
density within the effective radius, and the rotation velocity at the effective radius.  
The strongest correlation is between λ(jd/jDM) and disk radius.  This is interesting as 
the specific angular momentum is essentially a product of rotational velocity and scale 
radius.  Equation (3), however, shows that for galaxies with a given virial radius or 
virial mass, one would expect a linear correlation of λ(jd/jDM) with disk radius.  We 
also find significant correlations with the stellar surface density within the half-light 
radius and with the rotation velocity at R1/2 (middle and left panels of Figure 6).  Since 
stellar mass and spin parameter are not significantly correlated, the correlation 
between stellar surface density and λ (dlogΣ*/dλ ~ -3.4) is probably largely induced 
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by the strong correlation between disk radius and λ (dRd/dλ ~ 1.33) since Σ* ~ M*/Rd
2
.  
The anticorrelation between λ(jd/jDM) and vrot, though it seems counterintuitive, 
follows from Equations (1) and (3) as described in Appendix B.1. 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Dependence of the inferred λ(jd/jDM) parameters from the NFW MC 
modeling for the ‘best’ (filled blue circles) and ‘full’ (filled plus open blue circles) 
samples as a function of (from top left to bottom right) stellar surface density in the 
central 1 kpc, halo mass, stellar mass, redshift, and Sérsic index of the rest-frame R-
band continuum light.  In each panel large crosses denote the typical uncertainties, 
thick grey curves denote the trend line of binned, equal weight averages of the ‘full’ 
sample data, and the red dotted line is the best linear, error-weighted fit in log-log 
space (i.e., a power law) to the ‘full’ sample data.  Zero points and slopes, and their 
1σ uncertainties, along with the correlation coefficients (R), are listed as well.  The 
panels in each row are ordered in ascending correlation strength from left to right 
(with the two stronger correlations in the top row).  All trends explored in this Figure 
show little, if any, correlation, and have a slope consistent with zero at the 2 level or 
less except for the trend with MDM, for which the slope differs from zero at the 4.8 
level).  
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Figure 6.  Dependence of the inferred λ(jd/jDM) parameters from the NFW MC 
modeling for the ‘best’ (filled blue circles) and ‘full’ (filled plus open blue circles) 
samples as a function of (from left to right) rotation velocity at R~R1/2, stellar surface 
density within R1/2 and Rd/(1+z)
-0.75
.  The nomenclature is the same as in Figure 5.   
The three plots in this Figure show the strongest parameter correlations among the 
trends explored in Section 3.2 (with slopes differing from zero at the 10–15 level). 
 
 
 
In the λ-Rd and λ-Σ correlations in Figure 6 we have removed the mean redshift 
dependence of the disk sizes.  The fitting function for the dependence of population 
averaged disk scale length on redshift for star forming galaxies obtained by van der 
Wel et al. (2014a) from CANDELS near-IR HST imagery
3
 gives 
 
0.75
( ) 1             (7).A z z

   
Dividing the observed disk half-light radii by equation (7) then yields the correlation 
in Figure 6, which has a scatter of ±0.17 dex.  One can turn this finding around and 
use this correlation as a one parameter estimator of angular momentum parameters of 
SFGs without kinematic data, 
            log 1.96 ( 0.04) + 0.75 ( 0.046) log            (8).
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A similar relation of slightly larger scatter and somewhat poorer correlation is 
obtained without the redshift correction A(z). In that case the zero point and slope are 
-1.71(±0.03) and +0.68 (±0.05). 
                                                          
3
 Equation (7) is based on the redshift evolution of the linear log(R1/2) - log(M*) relationship of SFGs 
from the same 3D-HST/CANDELS reference population discussed in Section 2.1; Figure 1 shows that 
the size distribution of our IFU sample and this reference SFG population is essentially identical over 
the same redshift and mass range, when excluding galaxies well below the main sequence, such that the 
same redshift evolution should apply for our galaxies. 
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For the SFGs with highest stellar surface densities, log(Σ*(R≤ R1/2) [M kpc
-2] ) ≥ 
9, the spin parameters are about half (<λ(jd/jDM)> ~ 0.018) that of the median value 
of all SFGs.  Including the Sérsic index corrections discussed in Appendix B.7 makes 
no significant difference, neither for the average λ(jd/jDM) value, nor for the (lack of) 
mass dependence.  The correlations of λ(jd/jDM) with Rd and Σ* become slightly 
flatter, but within the uncertainties of the fits shown in Figure 6. 
In summary of this section there are three main conclusions. First, we find a near-
universal, log-normal distribution of λ(jd/jDM), whose centroid (0.037) and 
dispersion (0.2 in log λ) are very similar to that inferred for the cold dark matter 
component as determined from CDM simulations.  The stellar surface density within 
the half-light radius and rotation velocity exhibit a significant negative correlation 
with λ(jd/jDM).  More compact and denser SFGs have lower values of λ(jd/jDM), 
either because they had initially smaller dark matter λ values, or because a fraction of 
the baryons suffered significant angular momentum loss between the halo and circum-
nuclear scale.  This result is in very good agreement with previous work in disk-
dominated galaxies in the local Universe (Fall 1983; Dutton & van den Bosch 2012; 
Romanowsky & Fall 2012; Fall & Romanowsky 2013; Courteau & Dutton 2015).  
Third, the lack of correlation between λ(jd/jDM) and Σ*(1kpc) (or nS) suggests that 
the central bulges are decoupled from the kinematic properties of the outer disk to 
which our data are sensitive. 
 
 
3.3. Baryon to Dark Matter Mass Ratios 
Our NFW MC modeling gives the ratio of the baryonic and stellar masses in the 
disk to the mass of the dark matter halo.  We thus can compare our results of the ratio 
of M*/MDM as a function of MDM, obtained with kinematic data, with the totally 
independent results from abundance matching (Conroy & Wechsler 2009; Moster et 
al. 2010, 2013; Behroozi et al. 2010, 2013a).  The resulting dependence of the ratio 
M*/MDM as a function of halo mass is shown in Figure 7, again for our ‘full’ and ‘best’ 
samples with converged NFW MC models.  For comparison we show the abundance 
matching results at z ~ 1 and 2 (Moster et al. 2013; Behroozi et al. 2013a). 
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Figure 7.  Stellar to total halo mass ratios as a function of MDM for our disks of the 
‘full’ (open and filled blue circles) and ‘best’ (filled blue circles) samples from our 
NFW MC modeling.  The blue cross in the upper right denotes the typical 1 
uncertainties.  The continuous cyan line denotes the average trend of the ‘full’ sample 
in bins of 0.25 dex in log(MDM).  The red filled square marks the median value of our 
measurements.  The red arrow denotes the average correction from stellar to baryonic 
disk masses, including the molecular gas contribution (<Mgas/(Mgas+M*)>~0.58).  The 
right vertical axis denotes the ratio of the stellar disk mass to the total baryon mass, 
adopting a cosmic baryon to dark halo fraction of 0.17.  The thick grey and black 
curves give the fitting function obtained by Moster et al. (2013) from rank ordered 
abundance matching of stellar mass functions and dark matter halo simulations for z = 
0.8 and z = 2.6, respectively.  The black dashed curves denote the ±1 uncertainty of 
the combined z = 0.8 and z = 2.6 Moster et al. (2013) models.  Magenta and green 
thick dashed lines mark the z = 1 and z = 2 abundance matching results of Behroozi et 
al. (2010, 2013a).  
 
 
The red up-arrow in Figure 7 denotes the average correction from stellar to total 
baryonic mass in the disk.  We find that <M*/MDM> ~ 0.022 and 
<md>=<(M*+Mmolgas)/MDM> ~ 0.052 such that for halos near 10
12
 M

, 13% and 31% 
of the cosmologically available baryons are in the stellar and baryonic disk, 
respectively.  For NFW MC modeling including adiabatic contraction the value for 
<md> would increase to about 0.1, with scatter twice as large.  We find little 
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dependence of M*/MDM on halo mass in the range log(MDM /M) ~ 11.5-13.2 sampled 
by our measurements. 
These results are in reasonable agreement with those obtained from the abundance 
matching technique.  Our stellar to dark matter mass ratios are on average 35% larger 
than predicted by Moster et al. (2013), and comparable to Behroozi et al. (2013a). 
These differences are well within the uncertainties, as both the abundance matching 
and our kinematic methods have substantial systematic uncertainties (as shown in 
Figure 7)
4
. 
In the abundance matching results, the maximum stellar to halo mass ratio 
(M*/MDM)peak at MDM  ~ 10
12
 M

 and at z ~ 2 is about the same (Behroozi et al. 
2013a,b), or 0.6 times (Moster et al. 2013) that at z ~ 0.  Because the gas fractions are 
much higher at z ~ 2 (Tacconi et al. 2010, 2013; Sargent et al. 2014; Genzel et al. 
2015; Béthermin et al. 2015), the baryon to DM mass ratio, Mbaryon/MDM for a M* = 
5x10
10
 M

 SFG located on the main-sequence is then about 1.4 times (Behroozi) and 
2.3 times (Moster) larger at z = 2 than at z = 0. Together with our somewhat larger 
M*/MDM  ratios as compared to the abundance matching method, our data suggest that 
the peak baryon to dark matter mass ratio at z ~ 2 is about 2-3 times larger than at z=0. 
The main issue in the case of our NFW MC modeling is the fact that on the 2-7 
kpc scale of the disk sampled by our Hα kinematics, most of the mass is due to the 
baryons, with an average dark matter fraction in the disk of 25±15%, such that the 
extrapolation to the halo scale is naturally uncertain by ≥ 0.2 dex.  We refer to Förster 
Schreiber et al. (2009) and S. Wuyts et al. (2016) for a more in depth discussion of the 
evidence that the disks at z ~ 1-2.6 are strongly baryon dominated. 
 
 
                                                          
4
 Our data do not exhibit a decrease in M*/MDM towards lower halo masses, in contrast 
to the expectations from abundance matching.  However, this regime is dominated by 
log(M*/M) ≲ 10.5 galaxies, where our current kinematics sample starts to become 
significantly incomplete with respect to the underlying galaxy population (see Figure 
1).  This potentially interesting trend will be pursued in the future, when the sample 
from our on-going KMOS
3D
 survey becomes larger and more complete at lower 
stellar masses. 
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3.4. Comparison to Theoretical Models of Galactic Disk Formation by 
Gas Accretion from the Cosmic Web  
We have shown in section 3.2 that the spin parameter distribution of the near-main 
sequence star forming galaxies has a mean of <λ(jd/jDM)> ~ 0.037 and a dispersion of  
σlog λ ~ 0.2, which is in agreement with the distribution of dark halo spins of virialized 
dark matter halos as inferred from cosmological simulations (Bullock et al. 2001a; 
Maccio et al. 2008).   This finding is in agreement with previous simple analytical 
models (e.g., Fall & Efstathiou 1980; Mo, Mao & White 1998) that assumed jd = jDM 
and with recent numerical simulations (e.g. Fiacconi et al. 2015; Genel et al. 2015; 
Teklu et al. 2015; Pedrosa & Tissera 2015; Danovich et al. 2015).  Although expected 
in the light of these studies, we still consider this finding by no means trivial and quite 
surprising.  We note also that previous studies were devoted to present-day galaxies 
whereas we focus here on the high-redshift universe where filamentary gas accretion 
from the cosmic web is likely to dominate the growth of galaxies.  High-resolution 
numerical simulations of galaxy formation by filamentary accretion indeed find that 
gas entering the virial radius at a given time has 2-3 times more angular momentum 
than the corresponding dark matter that is being accreted at that time (Kimm et al. 
2011; Pichon et al. 2011; Stewart et al. 2011, 2013; Danovich et al. 2012, 2015; Teklu 
et al. 2015).  Danovich et al. (2015) recently investigated in detail the angular 
momentum evolution of gas while it settles into the galactic disk of high-z galaxies.  
They identified four characteristic phases of angular momentum exchange that in the 
end ‘conspire’ such that the gas has the same net specific angular momentum as its 
dark halo when it enters the disk region and settles into centrifugal equilibrium.  In 
this case, galactic disks should indeed reflect the spin parameter distribution of dark 
halos, in agreement with our empirical results.  The origin of this remarkable 
‘conspiracy’ is however not clear. 
Additional processes within the star forming disks could in principle change jd 
substantially, destroying a correlation with jDM.  Galactic disks are strongly evolving 
internally due to viscous accretion, leading to angular momentum redistribution and 
gas inflow within the disk plane towards the galactic center (Noguchi 1999; Immeli et 
al. 2004a,b; Krumholz & Burkert 2010; Forbes et al. 2014a,b; Bournaud et al. 2014).  
This process would not change jd.  However, large amounts of angular momentum 
could then be stored in extended, non-star forming HI envelopes that are not easily 
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detectable.  Gas is also ejected by supernova and/or active galactic nuclei (AGN) 
driven outflows, and it is unlikely that disks at all radii eject the same fraction of gas 
(see Übler et al. 2014).  Still, our results indicate that the ejected gas must have the 
same specific angular momentum as the dark halo and disk, in order for the spin 
distribution of the disks not to change relative to the dark halo spin. 
 
 
3.5 Dependence of λ(jd/jDM) on Surface Density: Nature of Nurture? 
From observations, analytic work, and simulations, a number of authors in the last 
decade have proposed that a fraction of the z > 1 SFGs must undergo an internal ‘fast 
compaction’ leading to the formation of massive, gas-rich bulges, prior to quenching 
and transitioning to the passive galaxy population (Tacconi et al. 2008; Cimatti et al. 
2008; Hopkins et al. 2009; Engel et al. 2010; Barro et al. 2013, 2014a, 2015, 2016; 
Lang et al. 2014; Dekel & Burkert 2014; Zolotov et al. 2015; Tacchella et al. 2015a,b, 
2016; Wellons et al. 2015; but see van Dokkum et al. 2015 for a contrasting view).  
Several of the former authors argued that ‘wet compaction’ (with gas and stars being 
transported radially inwards) may be triggered by a combination of mergers (major 
and/or minor; e.g., Tacconi et al. 2008; Cimatti et al. 2008; Hopkins et al. 2009), as 
well as the ‘violent disk instability’ acting efficiently in gas-rich galaxies (Noguchi 
1999; Immeli et al. 2004a,b; Bournaud et al. 2007, 2014; Genzel et al. 2008; Dekel et 
al. 2009; Cacciato et al. 2012; Dekel & Burkert 2014; Zolotov et al. 2015).  Franx et 
al. (2008), Bell et al. (2012) and Lang et al. (2014) have shown that the quenched 
galaxy fraction is a strong function of central velocity dispersion, Σ*(1kpc), nS and 
Mbulge.  Is this ‘wet’ compaction model consistent with our kinematic data? 
We think the answer is yes, but in an indirect way.  Surface density correlates with 
galaxy baryonic mass.  In the left panel of Figure 8 we show the dependence of stellar 
surface density within the half light radius Σ*(R1/2), as well as of the molecular gas 
surface density within R1/2, Σgas(R1/2), and of the stellar surface density within the 
central 1 kpc, Σ*(1kpc), as a function of stellar mass, after removal of the average 
redshift dependence (as in Figure 6). 
All surface densities increase with stellar mass (e.g., <Σ*(R1/2)> ~ M*
0.54
, van der 
Wel et al. 2014a) but the slopes are significantly different.  The inferred molecular 
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surface densities increase more slowly than the average stellar surface density, 
implying lower gas fractions in the higher mass SFGs (see Tacconi et al. 2013; 
Saintonge et al. 2013; Sargent et al. 2014; Genzel et al. 2015)
5
.  In turn the stellar 
surface densities in the central 1 kpc increase still faster with mass than the galaxy 
averaged stellar surface densities.  In agreement with Barro et al. (2015), we consider 
this finding a strong argument in favor of the internal growth of central mass 
concentrations (bulges) during the evolution of the SFGs along the main-sequence.  
For the 3D-HST reference sample, Σ*(1kpc) becomes comparable to the surface 
density of massive quenched galaxies for log(M*/M) ≥ log(MS/M) ~ 10.9 at z ~ 2-3, 
and log(M*/M) ≥ 10.6 at z ~ 1 (e.g., Lang et al. 2014; Barro et al. 2015, 2016; van 
Dokkum et al. 2015).  The compact massive SFGs at the dense tip of the trend in 
Figure 8 were called ‘blue nuggets’ by Barro et al. (2013, 2014a,b), which tend to 
have cuspy stellar distributions (<nS> ~ 2-4).  Their bulge to total mass ratios can 
reach <Mbulge/M*> ~ 0.5. 
The right panel of Figure 8 shows the inferred angular momentum parameter as a 
function of the same three measures of surface density.  The value of λ(jd/jDM) 
decreases with the galaxy wide surface densities, gas and stars, in similar measure, but 
λ(jd/jDM) does not, or only weakly, depend on Σ*(1kpc),  as we had pointed out in 
section 3.2 (Figures 5 and 6). 
We interpret this finding in the following way.  If the formation of the central 
mass concentrations was mainly due to ‘nature’ (small λ or small (jd/jDM) of the entire 
disk), then we should see a strong correlation between λ(jd/jDM) and all tracers of 
surface density/size.  Such a strong correlation of all three tracers would, for instance, 
be expected if the dominant channel for compaction is major mergers, as they tend to 
re-distribute angular momentum within the entire galaxy merger remnant (Mihos & 
Hernquist 1996).  The fact that we are observing a strong correlation between the 
angular momentum parameter (sensitive mainly to the kinematic properties of the 
outer disk) and the galaxy-wide surface densities, but not with the surface density of 
the ‘compacted’ bulge/nucleus suggests to us that the main channel of compaction is 
a galaxy-internal process (or processes), such as radial transport in the disk 
                                                          
5
 A caveat is that our gas masses are based on applying in reverse scaling relations between 
molecular gas masses and rest-frame optical/UV data.  The latter are very sensitive to 
extinction.  If there were highly extincted nuclear starbursts triggered by compaction, they 
probably would not easily be detected by these data, and instead high resolution sub-mm/mm 
observations are required. 
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instability, or less perturbative minor mergers.  Van Dokkum et al. (2015) have 
brought forward a slightly different view that the formation of central bulges is a 
result of the inside-out growth of galaxies as a function of cosmic time (
1/2 *log ~ 0.75 log(1 ) 0.23 logd R d z d M     , van der Wel et al. 2014a).  In this 
scenario quenching occurs once a star forming galaxy crosses a threshold in central 
density or velocity dispersion.  Galaxies that reached that threshold earlier in time 
formed more compact quenched descendents.  While the final verdict is still unclear, 
we favor at present the internal compaction model during mass growth along the main 
sequence, as brought forward by Dekel & Burkert (2014), Barro et al. (2015), and 
others. 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Left: Σ*(R1/2) (blue circles), Σ*(1kpc) (filled green circles) and Σgas(R1/2) 
(red crosses) as a function of stellar mass, after removal of their average redshift 
dependence (~ (1+z)
1.5
 for the stellar densities (van der Wel et al. 2014a), and ~ 
(1+z)
2.7
 for the gas surface densities (Genzel et al. 2015) ).  Thick lines show the 
binned trend-lines, and dotted lines mark the best fit, power laws.  Right: λ(jd/jDM) as 
a function of the same surface densities (identical symbols as in the left panel). 
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4. Conclusions 
We have presented in this study Hα integral field unit kinematics for ~360 
massive (log(M*/M) = 9.3-11.8) z = 0.8-2.6 rotationally supported disk galaxies on 
the star formation ‘main sequence’.  Our main findings are as follows. 
 From the observed baryonic angular momenta of our SFGs we infer that the 
angular momentum parameter follows a log-normal distribution (dispersion of 
0.2 in the log) around <λ(jd/jDM)> = 0.037 (±0.015).  This distribution and its 
centroid do not depend on redshift, stellar or halo mass.  The similarity of this 
angular momentum parameter is in excellent agreement with recent numerical 
simulations (e.g., Teklu et al. 2015; Danovich et al. 2015).  Our result also lends 
empirical support to many theoretical models over the past three decades that 
assumed the disk specific angular momentum to be similar to the surrounding 
dark halo.  Our findings are in good agreement with previous analyses of disk-
dominated galaxies in the local Universe. 
 There is a very significant negative correlation between λ(jd/jDM) and the galaxy-
wide stellar and gas surface densities, but little correlation with the stellar surface 
densities in the central 1 kpc (tracing the bulge component).  In our view this 
supports the proposal of Barro et al. (2013, 2015, 2016) and Dekel & Burkert 
(2014) that there must be an disk-internal redistribution of angular momentum 
(‘compaction’) helping to build up massive, central bulges at z ~ 1-2.5; how this 
redistribution affects the disk half mass radius is an interesting question that 
should be explored further. 
 Several lines of evidence discussed in this paper and in two upcoming papers (S. 
Wuyts et al. 2016; P. Lang et al. 2016, in preparation) indicate that the star 
forming disks at the peak of the cosmic star formation activity are strongly 
baryon dominated, and that the mass ratio of disk to halo md is about 5% at 
log(MDM/M) ~ 11.1-13.3, corresponding to ~30% of the available baryons.  Our 
results are in good agreement with recent estimates from abundance matching. 
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Appendix A 
A.1. Details of the Galaxy Sample 
The SFGs used in our analysis were taken from the following near-IR IFU 
samples (numbers denote disks in the ‘full’ sample, while numbers in brackets are for 
those in the ‘best’ sample, as described in Section 2.1): 
1.  46 (26) z = 1.5-2.6 SFGs from the SINS (Förster Schreiber et al. 2009) and 
zCOSMOS (zC)-SINF surveys (Mancini et al. 2011; N. M. Förster Schreiber 
et al. 2016, in preparation), of which 33 (14) were observed with adaptive 
optics (AO) (R1/2,beam = FWHM/2 ~ 0.1), while the rest were observed in 
seeing limited mode (R1/2,beam ~ 0.25-0.3) using SINFONI on the ESO VLT 
(Eisenhauer et al. 2005; Bonnet al. 2006). 
2.  273 (206) z = 0.76-2.6 SFGs from the ongoing KMOS
3D
 survey (Wisnioski et 
al. 2015), all observed in seeing limited mode (R1/2,beam ~ 0.2-0.35) with the 
KMOS multiplexed IFU instrument on the VLT (Sharples et al. 2008; 2012).  
This sample represents the results of the first two years of the five-year 
KMOS
3D
 survey. 
3.  7 (0) z = 1.3-2.6 SFGs are from the AO-assisted IFU data sets of Law et al. 
(2009) and Wright et al. (2007, 2011), observed with OSIRIS at the Keck 
telescope (Larkin et al. 2006; Wizinowich et al. 2006). 
4.  25 (0) z = 0.9-1.5 SFGs from the MASSIV survey (Épinat et al. 2009, 2012; 
Contini et al. 2012), 23 (0) observed in seeing limited mode, and 2 (0) 
observed in AO mode with SINFONI. 
5.  6 (0) z = 0.8-1.46 SFGs from the HiZELS SINFONI sample of Swinbank et al. 
(2012), all observed in AO-assisted mode. 
6.  In addition we also included 1 (1) z = 1.6 SFG observed in seeing limited, slit 
scanning mode with the LUCI slit spectrometer on the Large Binocular 
Telescope (Genzel et al. 2013), and 1 (0) z = 2 SFG from the FIRES survey 
observed in seeing limited mode with SINFONI (van Starkenburg et al. 2008). 
In the rest of this Appendix, we summarize the derivation of the global stellar 
properties, and of the structural and kinematic parameters of the galaxies from our 
SINS/zC-SINF, KMOS
3D
, and LUCI data sets, which form the vast majority of the 
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disk sample studied in this paper (320 out of the 359 of the ‘full’ sample, and all 233 
of the ‘best’ sample).  For galaxies from the other IFU samples, we adopted the 
properties as reported in the respective papers listed above whenever they are 
available and derived consistently with our procedures (with adjustments where 
necessary, for example to scale the stellar masses and SFRs to our adopted Chabrier 
(2003) IMF) or we derived them based on published data following our methodology. 
 
 
A.2. Stellar Properties, Structural and Kinematic Analysis, and Beam 
Smearing Corrections 
A.2.1. Stellar Masses, Star Formation Rates, and Gas Masses 
The global stellar properties were derived following the procedures outlined by 
Wuyts et al. (2011a).  In brief, stellar masses were obtained from fitting the observed 
broadband optical to near-/mid-IR (rest-UV to optical/near-IR) spectral energy 
distributions (SEDs) with Bruzual & Charlot (2003) population synthesis models, 
adopting the Calzetti et al. (2000) reddening law, the Chabrier (2003) IMF, a solar 
metallicity, and a range of star formation histories (in particular including constant 
SFR, as well as exponentially declining or increasing SFRs with varying e-folding 
timescales).  Of the parameters fitted in the modeling (which include stellar mass and 
age, visual extinction, and star formation history), the stellar mass tends to be the 
most robust parameter especially for SEDs that extend to the rest-frame near-IR, as is 
the case for most of the SINS-zC-SINF, KMOS
3D
, and LUCI SFGs (e.g., Papovich et 
al. 2001; Förster Schreiber et al. 2004, 2009; Shapley et al. 2005; Wuyts et al. 2007, 
2011a; Maraston et al. 2010).  Over the mass and redshift ranges of the galaxies, gas-
phase O/H abundances inferred from rest-optical nebular emission lines suggest 
metallicities of ~ 1/4 to ~ 1 solar (E. Wuyts et al. 2014, 2016; see also, e.g., Erb et al. 
2006; Zahid et al. 2011, 2014; Stott et al. 2013; Steidel et al. 2014; Sanders et al. 
2015).  Varying the assumed metallicity in this range would change the stellar masses 
in our modeling by  0.1 dex (e.g., Wuyts et al. 2007; Förster Schreiber et al. 2009).  
Given the uncertainties in metallicity determinations for high-z SFGs (see, e.g., 
Kewley et al. 2013 and references therein), known degeneracies with other model 
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parameters in broadband SED modeling, and the small impact on derived stellar 
masses, we chose to keep a fixed solar metallicity.  We note that throughout the paper, 
we define stellar mass as the ‘observed’ mass (‘live’ stars plus remnants), after mass 
loss from stars.  This is about 0.15 to 0.2 dex smaller than the integral of the star 
formation rate over time. 
The SFRs were obtained from rest-frame UV + infrared luminosities through the 
Herschel-Spitzer-calibrated ladder of SFR indicators of Wuyts et al. (2011a) or, if not 
available, from the broadband SED modeling described above. 
Individual determinations of molecular gas masses (from CO line or 
submillimeter/far-infrared dust continuum emission) are available only for a very 
small number of our galaxy sample, and atomic hydrogen masses are not known for 
any of our high-z SFGs.  Instead, we computed molecular gas masses from the general 
scaling relations between star formation rates, stellar masses, and molecular gas 
masses for main sequence SFGs (as a function of redshift) as presented by Genzel et 
al. (2015).  We assumed, as argued in that paper, that at z ~ 1-3 the cold gas content of 
SFGs is dominated by the molecular component such that the atomic fraction can be 
neglected.  As such the gas masses estimated from these scaling relations may be 
lower limits. 
For the main-sequence SFG population (with near constant star formation 
histories), we adopted uncertainties of ±0.15 dex for the stellar masses, and ±0.2 dex 
for the star formation rates, although somewhat smaller uncertainties may be 
appropriate for SFGs with measurements of  individual far-infrared luminosities 
(Wuyts et al. 2011a).  For the gas masses, we adopted uncertainties of ±0.2 dex 
(Genzel et al. 2015). 
 
A.2.2. Kinematic Parameters and Classification 
As mentioned in the Introduction, recent work has established that the strong 
majority of main-sequence, star forming galaxies at z ~ 0.8-2.6 are turbulent (thick), 
rotating disks with approximately exponential stellar light/mass profiles.  In our data 
analysis we extracted the Hα velocity field by fitting Gaussian line profiles to each 
IFU spatial pixel, in some cases after some prior smoothing to increase signal to noise 
ratios, resulting in spatially resolved maps of the velocity centroids and velocity 
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dispersions from which we derived the kinematic parameters of interest, vrot and 0.  
The quantity vrot is the maximum rotational velocity corrected for beam smearing and 
inclination i (vrot = cpsf ,v  vobs/sin i), and 0 is the intrinsic velocity dispersion 
corrected for beam smearing (0 = cpsf,  obs).  Here vobs is half of the difference 
between the maximum positive and negative velocities on both sides of the galaxy, 
obs is the measured line width in the outer parts of the galaxy corrected for 
instrumental spectral resolution (i.e., subtracting in quadrature instr),  and cpsf,v and 
cpsf, are beam smearing corrections for the velocity and velocity dispersion, 
respectively.  The median ratio of the intrinsic half-light radius of the galaxies to the 
radius of the point spread function associated with their data set, b = R1/2/R1/2,beam, is 
1.7 for the SFGs in the ‘full’ sample, and about 12% of that sample have a b < 1.  This 
means that beam smearing is significant, and lowers the amplitude of maximum 
velocity gradient and increases the intrinsic velocity dispersion.  Sections A.2.3 and 
A.2.4 below describe how the galaxies’ radii, inclinations, and beam smearing 
corrections were derived. 
 Following Wisnioski et al. (2015), we classified a galaxy as a ‘rotation 
dominated’ disk if 
1.  the velocity map exhibits a continuous velocity gradient along a single axis. In 
larger systems with good signal to noise ratio this is synonymous with the 
detection of a ‘spider’ diagram in the two-dimensional, first moment velocity 
map (van der Kruit & Allen 1978); 
2.  vrot/0 > 1.5-2;  given instrumental uncertainties we use vrot/0 = 1.5 and 2 to 
distinguish ‘rotation dominated’ from ‘dispersion dominated galaxies’ in the 
‘full’ and ‘best’ samples, respectively; 
3. the position of the steepest velocity gradient, as defined by the midpoint 
between the velocity extrema along the kinematic axis, is coincident within the 
uncertainties with the peak of the velocity dispersion map; 
4.  the photometric and kinematic axes are in agreement (≤ 30 degrees); and 
5.  the kinematic center of the galaxy coincides with the maximum/centroid of the 
stellar distribution. 
As discussed by Wisnioski et al. (2015) for the seeing limited KMOS
3D
 survey, 
83% of the resolved galaxies fulfill criteria 1 and 2 (92% at z ~ 1 and 74% at z ~ 2). 
This fraction slowly drops if the stricter criteria 3, 4 and 5 are added, and amounts to 
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70% if all 5 criteria are used.  Similar results are obtained in the other recent surveys, 
or if higher resolution AO data sets are considered (e.g., Newman et al. 2013; Genzel 
et al. 2014; Tacchella et al. 2015a; N. M. Förster Schreiber et al. 2016, in preparation, 
for the SINS/zC-SINF sample). 
 
A.2.3. Inclinations and Disk Radii 
With the exception of the most massive SFGs, the stellar surface brightness 
distributions of main-sequence SFGs across the mass- and redshift range discussed in 
this paper are reasonably well fit by near-exponential (Sérsic index nS~1-1.5) profiles 
(Wuyts et al. 2011b; Bell et al. 2012; Bruce et al. 2014a,b; Lang et al. 2014).  For this 
reason, our starting assumption is that stars and gas in all rotation-dominated SFGs of 
our ‘full’ and ‘best’ samples are distributed in symmetric oblate, thick disks with the 
same exponential profile (for corrections to variable Sérsic indices, see Appendix 
B.7).  Based on the statistical distribution of projected minor to major axis ratios in 
the z = 0.5-3 3D-HST/CANDELS reference sample, this assumption is quite well 
justified for the massive (log(M*/M)>10) SFG population constituting the large 
majority of our sample. The justification appears to break down at lower masses, 
where triaxial systems become common (Law et al. 2012; van der Wel et al. 2014b). 
These triaxial systems are plausibly identical to the dispersion dominated galaxies that 
we have eliminated from our sample.  For symmetric oblate disks, inclinations can be 
determined from the morphological minor to major axis ratio, b/a, such that 
 
22 2 2cos ( ) ( / ) / (1 )i b a     , with  ~0.15-0.2 at z ~ 1-3 (Law et al. 2009; Förster 
Schreiber et al. 2009; Wisnioski et al. 2015).   
For all of the KMOS
3D
 (and also MASSIV), and most of the SINS/zC-SINF 
galaxies, inclinations i and half-light (effective) radii R1/2 were inferred from Sérsic 
model fits to the rest-frame optical stellar light distributions available from broadband 
imaging with HST (or from the ground for MASSIV).  For the remainder of the 
SINS/zC-SINF galaxies (and for the OSIRIS and HiZELs samples), half-light radii 
were inferred from the line integrated H distributions while the inclinations were 
inferred from the continuum images synthetized from the IFU data.  To first order this 
approach is justified as high-z SFGs are gas-rich with large star formation rates and 
young stellar populations. However, the presence of substantial stellar bulges in the 
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more massive high-z SFGs (e.g., Lang et al. 2014), with lower Hα equivalent widths 
than in the disks, results in the ionized gas disks being somewhat more extended than 
the stellar distributions (e.g., Genzel et al. 2014; Tacchella et al. 2015b).  This has 
been compellingly demonstrated in a recent comparison of the rest-frame R-band 
continuum and Hα emission sizes in the 3D-HST survey.  From Hα image stacking of 
2000 0.7 < z < 1.5 SFGs, Nelson et al. (2015) found that the average ratio of Hα to 
continuum size is <R1/2(Hα)/R1/2(R-band)> =1.1  (M*/10
10
 M

)
0.05
 (see also Förster 
Schreiber et al. 2011a; Nelson et al. 2012; Wuyts et al. 2013) . 
 
A.2.4. Beam Smearing Corrections  
To infer the intrinsic maximum disk rotation velocity near the half-light radius 
(~1.2 R1/2 for a well resolved thin exponential disk, neglecting dark matter), one needs 
to correct for the effect of beam smearing, either by fitting each data cube with a disk 
model or, alternatively, by employing scaling relations from observed to intrinsic 
rotation velocity.  We have used the former approach in several of our recent papers, 
especially when analyzing high resolution, adaptive optics data sets and trying to 
establish full rotation curves (Genzel et al. 2006, 2008, 2011, 2014; Cresci et al. 2009; 
S. Wuyts et al. 2016).  For the analysis in this paper we use the second approach, 
since we are mainly interested in extracting the value of the maximum rotation 
velocity, and since most of our data sets are in seeing limited mode.  For galaxies with 
a reliable disk model in the sample studied here, the rotation velocities derived from 
both approaches agree well, to better than 10% on average and within the 
uncertainties. 
Assuming exponential mass distributions as motivated in the last section we 
computed mock data cubes as a function of stellar mass, inclination, disk exponential 
scale length, intrinsic velocity dispersion and instrumental resolution using DYSMAL 
(Davies et al. 2011), which creates ‘observed’ data cubes by convolving the intrinsic 
cubes with the instrumental beam spectrally and spatially.  For seeing limited cubes 
we used a Gaussian PSF kernel of the appropriate FWHM, while for SINFONI AO 
data sets we used a double Gaussian PSF kernel to reflect the combination of the 
diffraction limited core and residual seeing on the beam profile.  The ratio between 
the maximum intrinsic rotation velocity of an exponential distribution at ~2 Rd (~ 1.2 
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R1/2) to the observed rotation velocity, which we will call the velocity beam correction 
factor, cpsf,v, is very well described by a double parameter function, which depends on 
the ratio x = R1/2/R1/2,beam, as well as on the ratio of the radius Rvel at which the 
observed velocity gradient was determined and the half-light radius, y = Rvel/R1/2. 
Variations in all other parameters introduce only secondary changes that are 
negligible.  Tables A1 and A2 give fitting functions cpsf,v(x,y) for single-Gaussian 
(seeing limited) and double-Gaussian (SINFONI AO) point spread functions.  As an 
example the left panel in Figure 9 shows these fitting functions for the single- and 
double- Gaussian kernels for Rvel/R1/2 = 1.  As expected the correction factors become 
large if R1/2/R1/2,beam is below one.  In that case cpsf,v becomes very sensitive to small 
deviations from the assumed exponential distribution, for instance because of a central 
bulge, or because there are bright star forming clumps outside the nuclear region.  For 
these reasons, we decided to include in the final analysis only those SFGs with cpsf,v  < 
5 for the ‘full’ and cpsf,v < 2 for the ‘best’ samples.  However, we find that none of the 
results reported in this paper depend on this choice, indicating that the beam smearing 
corrections are robust. 
Another important parameter for our analysis is the intrinsic velocity dispersion, 
or alternatively the vertical scale height of the disk.  Analysis of the best AO IFU data 
sets currently available indicates that this intrinsic velocity dispersion is constant to 
first order within a galaxy (Genzel et al. 2011; N. M. Förster Schreiber et al. 2016, in 
preparation).  However, we caution that the still modest resolution of current IFU AO 
data when compared to the angular sizes of high-z galaxies, combined with the impact 
of beam-smeared large scale streaming motions (e.g., rotation) appearing as an 
increased velocity dispersion, make detailed statements on the spatial variations of the 
velocity dispersion difficult, especially near the kinematic center.  The constant 
velocity dispersion floor σ0 does appear to vary modestly from galaxy to galaxy at a 
given redshift.  Most importantly, σ0 decreases with decreasing redshift (σ0 ~ 
18(1+z) km s–1; Wisnioski et al. 2015; see also Kassin et al. 2012). 
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Table A1. Velocity beam smearing corrections for a Gaussian PSF  
cpsf,v = vrot(R=R1/2)|intrinsic/(vobs(R=Rvel)  sin
-1
(i)) as a function of x = R1/2/R1/2,beam and 
y=Rvel/R1/2: cpsf,v (x,y) = 1 + A(y) {B(y) + x}
C(y)
, where R1/2,beam is the PSF HWHM.
 
 
y A B C 
1 1.28 -0.15 -1.78 
1.5 0.58 -0.25 -1.60 
2 0.34 -0.44 -0.86 
2.5 0.30 -0.50 -0.40 
 
Table A2. Velocity beam smearing corrections for a double Gaussian 
cpsf,v = vrot(R=R1/2)|intrinsic/(vobs(R=Rvel)  sin
-1
(i)) as a function of x = R1/2/R1/2,beam and 
y=Rvel/R1/2: cpsf,v (x,y) = 1 + A(y) {B(y) + x}
C(y)
, where R1/2,beam is the HWHM of the 
AO PSF core component (0.08 for our SINFONI AO data). 
 
y A B C 
1 1.56 -0.30 -1.10 
1.5 1.15 -0.27 -1.15 
2 1.25 -0.13 -1.29 
2.5 1.96 0.15 -1.60 
 
 
 
Again we used our simulated data sets to determine correction factors between the 
measured velocity dispersion extracted in the outer disk parts (R~2-2.5 R1/2), where 
the influence of beam smeared rotation is minimal (with the instrumental spectral 
resolution already removed).  The right panel of Figure 9 depicts these dispersion 
correction factors.  In this case the correction factors depend on inclination, stellar 
mass, and intrinsic dispersion, such that we created look-up tables to then estimate the 
beam corrected intrinsic velocity dispersion, which for the purpose of this analysis we 
assumed to be spatially constant across the galaxy (see however the discussion in 
Appendix B.3. below). 
After correction, our ‘full’ sample of 359 SFGs consists of 334 rotation-dominated 
disks, for which the inclination and beam smearing corrected ratio of the rotation 
velocity at the peak of the rotation curve (vrot=vrot( R~R1/2)) to the local velocity 
dispersion in the outer disk σ0~σ0(R~1.5-2.5 R1/2) is vrot/σ0 ≥ 2.  This includes 4 
objects which may be in the process of a minor merger but for which the rotation 
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curve of the main galaxy does not appear to be significantly disturbed.  Another 23 
SFGs have 1.5 ≤ vrot/σ0  < 2 , which could be either rotating disks or dispersion-
dominated, given the typical uncertainties of Δ(vrot/σ0) ~ 0.5.  Two of these may be a 
minor merger.  All of our ‘best’ SFGs (233 galaxies) are well resolved rotating disks, 
with one object having a very small neighbor that does not seem to affect the 
kinematics of the main disk. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Left panel: Correction factor (cpsf,v) between the observed maximum 
rotation velocity and the intrinsic maximum rotation velocity of an exponential disk 
mass distribution at R ~ R1/2 (1.68 Rd) for a single Gaussian point spread function 
(open symbols, appropriate for seeing limited observations, such as in KMOS
3D
), as 
well as for a double Gaussian point spread function appropriate for AO observations 
(filled symbols).  Circles, stars, and squares show the corrections for different disk 
masses as labeled in the plot.  The results from the mock data sets can be well 
described by a fitting function that depends on the ratio of R1/2 to beam size R1/2,beam 
and the ratio of the radius at which the velocity was determined, Rvel, relative to R1/2 
(in the graph we show the case Rvel=R1/2).  Right panel: Correction factor from the 
observed velocity dispersion at R~2R1/2 to the intrinsic velocity dispersion (assumed 
in this specific simulation to be σ0 = 55 km/s, appropriate for z ~ 2-2.6, Wisnioski et 
al. 2015), again as a function of R1/2/R1/2,beam for different stellar masses and 
inclinations (symbol shapes and colors, respectively, as labeled in the plot), and again 
for seeing limited (open symbols) and AO observations (filled symbols).  The outer 
velocity dispersion correction factor cannot be described by a single parameter fitting 
function and a number of such graphs (for different σ0(z)) have to be used to create a 
look-up table to estimate the intrinsic velocity dispersion for each galaxy. 
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Appendix B 
B.1. Isothermal Disk Model 
 The simplest assumption that one can make is a completely dark matter 
dominated disk.  In this case its rotation velocity directly traces the dark halo mass 
distribution and by this also its virial parameters.  Mo et al. (1998; see also the earlier 
work by Fall & Efstathiou 1980 and Fall 1983) derived simple expressions for λ and 
MDM, adopting a non-self-gravitating, exponential disk, embedded in an isothermal 
halo with a truncation radius at Rvirial.  Combination of equations (1) and (3) yields 
        
1
1
DM dominated isothermal disk
        2
10 2 ( )              (B1).
d d
virial DM
d d
rot DM
R j
R j
R j
H z
v j



   
     
  
   
       
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λ increases linearly with disk scale length Rd=R1/2/1.68, as expected.  However, it 
decreases with increasing vrot, which is somewhat counter-intuitive as for a given 
radius angular momentum scales linearly with rotational velocity.  This anti-
correlation results from the fact that λ is defined as the ratio of the specific angular 
momentum of the disk, which is proportional to Rd  vrot, divided by the product of 
Rvirial  vvirial ~ vvirial
2
.  For a completely dark matter-dominated disk, vrot ~ vvirial, 
which leads to λ ~ Rd/vrot. 
This ‘isothermal model’ in the bottom line of equation (B1) has serious caveats.  
First of all, the self-gravity of galactic disks is not negligible.  For most high-redshift 
galaxies, the (baryonic) disk mass dominates the rotation curve inside R1/2 (see section 
3.3; Förster Schreiber et al. 2009; S. Wuyts et al. 2016).  Second, dark matter halos 
are not isothermal (Navarro et al. 1996, 1997 (NFW)).  Finally, the velocity 
dispersion 0 has been neglected, which can significantly affect rotation curves in the 
outer regions, especially for galaxies with small values of vrot/0 (Burkert et al. 2010).  
We will now discuss how we included these aspects in our modeling. 
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B.2. Exponential Disk within an NFW Dark Matter Halo 
Following Mo et al. (1998), we now focus on a second approach, assuming that an 
exponential baryonic disk with surface density distribution Σd(R) = Σ0 exp(-R/Rd) is 
embedded in an NFW dark matter halo.  Its circular velocity is given by the sum of 
the disk and halo contribution 
2 2 2                                       ( 2),circ disk DMv v v B   
with the ‘thin disk limit’ (Freeman 1970; Navarro et al. 1997) 
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where 𝐼𝑛 and 𝐾𝑛 denote modified Bessel functions of order n, c is the concentration 
parameter of the halo (Bullock et al. 2001b), and Rs = Rvirial/c (NFW).  For thick disks, 
as appropriate at high-z, the disk rotation velocity at ~R1/2 is about 10% greater than 
given in equation (B3) (Noordermeer 2008).  
Mo et al. (1998) assumed that once a self-gravitating baryonic disk forms, the 
dark halo contracts adiabatically.  However, feedback from supernovae, massive stars, 
and AGN act to expand the halo.  Burkert et al. (2010) found from their analysis that 
fitting the observed kinematics of high-z disks including adiabatically contracted dark 
halos would require extreme baryon fractions that could even exceed the cosmic 
baryon fraction.  They therefore concluded that dark halos did not contract 
substantially during gas infall and disk formation.  We thus took as our default a 
model without adiabatic halo contraction. The sample of galaxies studied in detail by 
Burkert et al. (2010) was small and therefore the conclusions of no significant 
adiabatic contraction might not apply to all galaxies studied here.  In a second step, 
we therefore also investigated models with adiabatic contraction and found that the 
results do not change much, other than in slightly increased angular momentum 
parameters and disk to dark halo mass fractions.  More detailed studies of galaxy 
rotation curves are required to settle the question of adiabatic contraction (P. Lang et 
al. 2016, in preparation). 
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B.3. Disk Truncation due to Turbulent Pressure 
In hydrostatic equilibrium a turbulent disk with one-dimensional velocity 
dispersion  and mid-plane density  has a scale height ℎ = /√2𝐺.  The observed 
rotational velocity vrot  deviates from vcirc as the turbulent pressure gradient d(ρσ
2
)/dR 
leads to an additional radial force (‘asymmetric drift’), requiring the centrifugal force 
and by this vrot to be adjusted in order to match the gravitational force.  Here we 
neglect thermal pressure gradients, as the thermal sound speed is in general small 
compared to the turbulent velocity.  The reduced rotational velocity as a function of 
radius is given by (Binney & Tremaine 2008; Burkert et al. 2010) 
 2 2 2 2 22 2     
ln
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d
d R
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
   
Equation (B4) is valid even if  is a function of R.  Note that if the surface density 
distribution is not exponential, but a more general Sérsic distribution of index nS          
( 0
1/2
exp(
S
S
n
n
Rb
R
      
 
), then the last term on the right side of equation (B4) 
becomes  
1/n2
n 1/22 b R / R
S
S
   .  For high dispersions the rotational velocity can 
be strongly reduced in the outer disk regions, leading to a decline in rotation that 
could be even steeper than Keplerian (vrot
2 
~ R
-1
).  
The observations provide an estimate of  = 0 at ~ 2-2.5 R1/2, which we adopted 
as the characteristic dispersion everywhere in the disk (see Appendix A.2).  
According to equation (B4), this isothermal disk has a finite ‘truncation’ radius 
Rmax/Rd = 0.5(vcirc/0)
2 
~ 2-15 where vrot = 0.  The total cumulative mass of an 
exponential disk within a given radius is 
  202 Σ 1 1       ( 5).d
d d
R R
M R R exp B
R R
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Its half-mass radius is defined as Md(<R1/2)=0.5Md(<Rmax), which with equation (B5) 
leads to an implicit equation for R1/2/Rd : 
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The solid and dashed lines in Figure 10 show that R1/2/Rd is uniquely specified by 
vrot/0 or vcirc/0, measured at the half-mass radius.  Remember that vrot is the observed 
rotational velocity while vcirc represents the rotation velocity of a disk with negligible 
dispersion.  For kinematically cold disks with large ratios of rotation-to-dispersion, 
vrot = vcirc and the solution approaches the constant value R1/2 = 1.68Rd.  Disks with 
larger velocity dispersions can however be strongly dispersion truncated with half-
mass radii that can become even smaller than Rd.  A convenient approximation that is 
shown by the filled points in Figure 10 is 
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Here, v1/2 = vrot (R1/2). 
 
   
Figure 10.  The ratio of disk half mass radius to exponential scale radius as a function 
of v1/2/0 and vcirc/0. The red points show the approximation given by equation (B7).  
The dotted line shows the asymptotic limit of 1.68 for strongly rotationally supported 
disks.  
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B.4. Determination of MDM and λ 
Given the observed redshift, the disk’s half-mass radius, baryonic disk mass, 
rotational velocity v1/2 and velocity dispersion σ0, equations (B1) to (B7) in principle 
uniquely specify the dark matter halo’s parameters MDM (and thus Rvirial from equation 
(1)) , since v1/2 contains contributions from both disk and halo (equation (B2)), and 
since the disk mass is assumed to be known from the sum of stellar and (molecular) 
gas mass.  Equation (B1) then yields λ, the angular momentum parameter of the dark 
matter halo.  More precisely, the knowledge of Rd and Rvirial (MDM) yields λ(jd/jDM) 
from equation (3).  The disk’s total and specific angular momenta are directly 
determined by integrating 2
0
2 Σ
maxR
d d rotJ v R dR  , and the total disk mass, which is an 
integral over the disk surface density. 
 
B.5. Monte-Carlo modeling 
In practice, the combination of observational uncertainties, the high baryonic 
fraction within ~R1/2 (see Section 3.3) and the uncertainties in the theoretical 
assumptions (e.g., adiabatic contraction) make the individual estimates of MDM quite 
uncertain.  In order to evaluate how observational uncertainties affect the results we 
performed a Monte-Carlo study, adopting N = 10,000 randomly chosen values of 
(R1/2, v1/2, σ0, log(Md)) centered around the observed values with a Gaussian 
probability with half-width half maximum as given by the observational uncertainties.  
Not all combinations of parameters lead to a reasonable model.  We discarded all 
solutions with total disk baryon fractions md larger than 25%, in order not to violate 
the cosmic baryon fraction.  The range of allowed solutions then specifies the average 
value and error in MDM  and λ(jd/jDM).  As an example, Figure 11 shows the result of 
the Monte-Carlo simulation for BX 455.  In order to suppress overcrowding only 
1000 points are shown.  Blue points in the upper two panels show the distribution of 
disk parameters, centered on the observed values (large red triangles) that lead to a 
theoretically converged model.  The systematic offset between the red and blue points 
results from the fact that certain systematic combinations of the model parameters 
lead to values of md that violate the cosmic baryon fraction and therefore are 
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discarded.  The large cyan circle shows the mean of all converged models.  The blue 
points in the lower left panel show the corresponding dark halo mass and the spin 
parameter of the disk.  The cyan circle shows the mean values with uncertainties.  For 
BX 455 we infer a dark matter-to-baryon mass fraction of MDM /Mbaryon ~19.5 and a 
lambda parameter of log λ = -1.55±0.22.  As expected from the parameter 
dependences, the uncertainties in individual dark matter masses is substantial (±0.35 
dex), but the typical uncertainty in λ is lower (±0.21 dex).  
At the end of this exercise, we obtained good converged fits for MDM, MDM/Md and 
λ for 321 of the 359 SFGs in the ‘full’ sample, and 220 of the 233 SFGs in the ‘best’ 
disk sample. 
 
Figure 11. NFW Monte-Carlo modeling of BX 455.  The large red triangles with 
error bars show the galaxy’s observed physical properties and uncertainties.  Small 
blue points correspond to converged disk-halo models, drawn randomly with mean 
values and standard deviations as given by the observations.  The large cyan circles 
with error bars depict the mean values and standard deviations of these data points.  
The upper left diagram shows the velocity dispersion versus the disk rotation at R1/2, 
the upper right panel shows the half mass radius versus the disk’s total baryonic mass.  
The lower left diagram depicts the corresponding dark matter mass fraction and disk 
lambda parameter, respectively, as well as their mean values (cyan circle) and 
standard deviation. 
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B.6. Determination of λ from adopted md-relations 
Another estimate of the angular momentum parameter of the halo can be obtained 
from the observed disk parameters if the ratio of disk to halo mass is known.  For 
instance, one may assume that md has the same constant value for all SFGs.  
Alternatively, one can invert the relations M*/MDM versus MDM obtained from 
abundance matching (Moster et al. 2010, 2013; Behroozi et al. 2010, 2013a) to infer 
Md/MDM versus M*.  In that case one can write for an NFW halo of concentration c 
(e.g., Romanowsky & Fall 2012) 
1/2
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Here qd and qDM(c) are coefficients that relate the disk’s and halo’s product of 
rotational velocity and radius to the specific angular momentum (e.g., for a thin disk 
with 0 = 0, qd = 2).  For a turbulent exponential disk with the properties described in 
the last sections we find the following fitting function for determining λ 
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The fitting function f encapsulates the dependence of qd on v1/2/σ0 and thus, on the 
truncation of the disk discussed in section B.3. 
 
 
B.7. Impact of Deviations from Exponential Distributions 
So far we have assumed that the surface density distribution of the baryons is 
exponential (nS  = 1).  The analysis of the H-band light from HST imaging of the 
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reference 3D-HST/CANDELS galaxy population (described in Section 2.1) suggests 
this is roughly correct for SFG galaxies on the main sequence although there is a trend 
of increasing Sérsic indices above unity at log(M*/M)>10.5 (Wuyts et al. 2011b; Bell 
et al. 2012; Lang et al. 2014).  To investigate the impact of variations in Sérsic index 
and dispersion truncation we followed Romanowsky and Fall (2012) and computed  
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max max( ) ( )
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for a grid of points in (x=log(nS), y=log(σ0/v1/2)).  We assumed two rotation curves, 
one with vcirc=constant (flat overall rotation curve, as in equations (B2) and (B4)), and 
another one with vcirc = vdisk as in equation (B2) (baryon dominated disk with a 
dropping rotation curve, motivated by rotation curve stacks of P. Lang et al. 2016, in 
preparation).  Typically log k(x,y) is 0.12 dex greater for the flat rotation curve than 
for the dropping rotation curve.  Finally we averaged the results of these two cases, 
and established the following fitting function 
2      log ( , ) 0.082 0.091 (0.06 0.244 ) 0.168         (B11),k x y x y x y         
 
which fits all combined data in the interval x = -0.7 to 0.7 and y = -1.2 to -0.15 to 
better than ±0.03 dex.  For the relevant range in x and y, the inferred values of k(x,y) 
vary from ~1 to ~1.75, where for a thin exponential disk k(0,-) = 1.19.  These 
corrections tend to slightly decrease λ(jd/jDM) for SFGs at the low mass tail, and 
slightly increase λ(jd/jDM) for SFGs at the high mass end of our sample.  As a default, 
we omitted these small corrections throughout the paper but discussed where relevant 
what changes occur if they are applied. 
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